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Updated with latest conclusions and examples based on kwpd3b0_interpreter.html input
	(as of 2019-06-08,
	plus selected portions of interpreter input of "850 OBD-II" app logs interpretation of B90A
	between 2019-06-09 and 2020-07-30), and
my latest personal testing (as of 2019-11-19),
along with more plausible B90C temperature interpretations (as of 2015-12-09),
and Aleksi's very important B903 / B904 / B905 input (as of 2015-12-28),
and increase of the 0.621 precision to 0.6213712 (as of 2016-01-29)
	to more closely mimic (1 / 1.609344),
and addition of how to estimate "lost" mileage based on multiplying B90A * 500 km (as of 2016-02-05),
and some questions relating to whether B903 increments
	every 10.0 mi (16.09344 km), 16.0 km (9.941939 mi), or some other value (as of 2016-02-14),
and knowledge that OTP Volvo 850 Repair DVD says "Manipulation" hours is read-only (as of 2016-02-19),
and S70 B9xx values B902, B90F-B910, and B912-B915 (discovered on 2017-02-28),
and Aleksi's more detailed B901 / B90B / B90C input (as of 2020-08-15).

NOTE:
	The correct conversion factors for converting between miles and km are presumed to be:
	1.609344 and (1 / 1.609344).  This number 1.609344 is derived from the SI length
	definitions for:
		- inch (International)   in = 2.54 cm = 1/36 yd = 1/12 ft = 0.0254 m
	and
		- mile (international)   mi = 5280 ft = 1760 yd = 1609.344 m
	For example, starting from the 100% precise SI definition of 1 inch = 2.54 cm,
		(2.54 cm / in) * (12 in / ft) * (5280 ft / mile) = 160934.4 cm / mile = 1609.344 m / mile.
	The use of 0.621, 0.6213712, and other similar numbers are approximations
	to (1 / 1.609344).  To eliminate significant accuracy errors when calculating the Vehicle Mileage,
	it's probably best to use 1.609344 when converting miles to km, and when converting
	from km to miles the totally precise (1 / 1.609344) should be used, but the sufficiently
	accurate approximation of 0.6213712 could also be substituted.

Check readings for Volvo 1996-1997 850 ECU 51 B9xx values (where xx = 01, 03-0E)
	and Trip Computer values and compare to previously recorded values.
Check readings for Volvo 1997-1998 S70/V70/C70/XC70 ECU 51 B9xx values (where xx = 01-0F, 10, 12-15)
	and Trip Computer values and compare to previously recorded values.

The following are tentative conclusions on the meanings of the B9xx values, 
where xx is listed before the equal sign:
	    01 = 0xA4 or 164 = Market Code (originally thought to be Country Code).
			Have seen these examples: 
				0xF1 = 241 = from 1 (originally) German '97 V70 [w/ MSA 15.7 and unactivated COMBI],
							1 German S70/V70/C70/XC70 w/ MSA 15.7.
				0xB4 = 180 = from 6 USA '98 S70/V70/XC70, 1 USA SVC70 (probably turbo), 
							1 USA '98 S70 GLT, 1 USA '98 C70 HPT.
				0xB2 = 178 = from 2 Canada S70/V70/XC70 (probably),
							2 France S70/V70/XC70 (probably), 2 Netherlands SVC70,
							2 Sweden S70/V70/XC70 (probably),
							1 Sweden V70 T5 2.0 M44 B5204T3 manual trans (originally sold in Italy),
							1 Finland S70/V70/XC70, and
							1 Poland C70.
				0xA8 = 168 = from 3 UK 850.
				0xA6 = 166 = from 1 Australia 850 [seeming to be manual, turbo, was M43, now M44],
							1 Australia 1996 850 R (not M44, not MSA 15.7).
				0xA4 = 164 = from 2 USA '97 850 w/ turbos and 3 USA 850 (probably) w/ turbo.
				0xA2 = 162 = from 1 France 850, 2 Netherlands 850, 1 Germany 850, 1 Denmark 850,
							1 Turkey 850, 1 Canada 850.
				0x31 = 49 = from 1 France 850 w/ MSA 15.7, 2 other France 850, 
							1 Germany 850 (probably non-turbo),
							1 Czechia 850, 1 Estonia 850, 1 Bulgaria 850 w/ MSA 15.7.
				0x24 = 36 = from 1 USA '96 850 non-turbo, 1 USA 850 (probably) '96 non-turbo, 
							4 USA 850, and 7 USA 850 (w/ Motronic 4.4).
				0x23 = 35 = from 1 Thailand 850 (probably), 
							2 Australia 850 (probably non-turbo), 1 Australia non-turbo w/ Fenix 5.2, 
							1 Poland 850, and 1 Finland '98 S40.
				0x21 = 33 = from 11 cars in total --
							1 Italy 850, 1 Switzerland 850 (probably non-turbo) w/ Fenix 5.2,
							1 Finland 1997 850 B5252s (2.4l 10V) w/ Fenix 5.2, 
							2 other Finland 850, 2 Sweden 850, 1 Norway 850, 1 France 850, 
							1 Canada '97 850 GLT, and 1 other Canada 850.
			And Aleksi, author of "850 OBD-II", has been able to program the following additional values,
			but it is not yet known what they mean fully -- except that these values appear to
			only be associated with non-USA cars (as judged by above kwpd3b0_interpreter observations):
				0xB6 = 182 = Aleksi discovered that this can be programmed.
				0x36 = 54 = Aleksi discovered that this can be programmed.
				0x26 = 38 = Aleksi discovered that this can be programmed.
				0x22 = 34 = Aleksi discovered that this can be programmed.
				0x16 = 22 = Aleksi discovered that this can be programmed.
				0x13 = 19 = Aleksi discovered that this can be programmed.
				0x12 = 18 = Aleksi discovered that this can be programmed.
				0x11 = 17 = Aleksi discovered that this can be programmed.
				0x?6 = ?? = Aleksi discovered can program to x6 value for x = ?.
				0x?3 = ?? = Aleksi discovered can program to x3 value for x = ?.
				0x?2 = ?? = Aleksi discovered can program to x2 value for x = ?.
				0x?1 = ?? = Aleksi discovered can program to x1 value for x = ?.
			Also, Aleksi said the B901 = 0x?6 values seem to jump the RPM needle 200-300 RPM higher.
				So maybe B901 also encodes the RPM = 5000 vs. 7000 setting.
			In Brick-Diag Free v0.0.6.6, the "country code" pulldown (on the "parameters" tab
			for "instruments VDO") shows 3 selections:
				EG 260
				Saudi
				OS 260
			I have no idea what hex values they relate to, but from reading at
			http://forum.volvo-forum.de, I've come to the conclusion those represent:
				European Union
				Saudi Arabia
				Overseas (eg, USA & Canada)
			One person has suggested Market Code describes this more accurately than Country Code,
			and said that, in the following 3 cases:
				EG240
				EG260
				EG160
			the digits indicate the "speed meter" and the letters are explained by VADIS.
	 	    Anybody know precisely how the Market Code is officially encoded?
            02 = Seems to be SVC70-specific.  Is not available on 850.
		    0x01 = 1.  Unknown.  Exists on my S70, but not on my (and others') 850.
					Observed on 1 USA '98 S70 GLT.
		    0x02 = 2.  Unknown.  Observed on 1 Canada SVC70, 2 Netherlands SVC70, 1 Sweden SVC70
					1 Finland SVC70.
	 	    Anybody know what this is?
*******************************************************************************************************************************
	    *********** MILEAGE **********
*******************************************************************************************************************************
            03 = Count of mileage (miles divided by 10) [*never* km / 10] --
		    regardless whether instrument panel displays in miles or km --
		    but **only** for mileage when ABS supplies speed signal
		    (which is usually synonymous with "when speedometer works").
		    NOTE: There have been at least 4 cases now where owners of 850/S70/V70 in metric countries
				(which measure mileage in kilometers) definitely have their Total Vehicle Mileage Odometers -- 
				either the 850's mechanical odometer or the S70/V70/XC70's digital odometer --
				measure in kilometers, as expected,
				*BUT* their ECU 51 B903 value measures in miles / 10 
				(not km / 10, as might be expected for a metric country).
		    MY QUESTION FOR **ALL** OWNERS OF '96-'98 850/S70/V70/XC70 IN METRIC COUNTRIES:
				Does your ECU 51 B903 value measure "miles / 10" or "km / 10"?
				I've assumed "miles / 10", since that matched my car well,
				and because of those 4 metric country confirming cases
				(along with 0 metric country conflicting cases).
		    The OTP Volvo 850 Service Manuals DVD (OTP-TP-51956) document
				"Combined Instrument, VDO 850 1996-" (TP-3801032), p28 says
				the Total Mileage [which can be read by the Volvo Scan Tool] 
				is incremented "every 16 km/10 miles".  It also says that Total Mileage
				must be programmed before it reaches 100 km (62 miles).
		    The OTP "every 16 km/10 miles" statement seems to definitely rule out the 
				possibility of B903 being in "km / 10".
		    But the use of both "16 km/10 miles" and "100 km (62 miles" confuses me
				as to whether the incrementing of B903 is occurring:
				- every 10.0 mi (16.09344 km), 
				or:
				- every 16.0 km (9.941939 mi).
		    At the present time, I'm assuming it is every 10.0 mi (16.09344 km).
		    A 10.0 mi - 9.941939 mi discrepancy of almost 0.06 mi every 10 miles
				is hardly noticeable after 10 miles.  But after 150000 miles, 
				that amounts to a 900 mile discrepancy.
		    So we might rephrase the question to be:
				Does your ECU 51 B903 value measure:
				- miles / 10?
				- km / 16? 
				- km / 16.1?
		    [The highest (believable) mileage seen so far is 356880 miles (574343 km) (as of 2018-05-25)!]
	    04 = Count of mileage (divided by 10) at last Service Light Reset
		    		(which is time in the past indicated by B906).
		    The units of B904 will be exactly the same as the units of B903, since B904 is overwritten
		    		with the B903 value at the time of resetting the SERVICE light.
		    [So far (as of 2018-05-25), the greatest mileage between SERVICE light resets -- 
		    		ie, the highest (believable) B903-B904 difference seen by KWPD3B0 interpreter -- 
				is 122700 miles (197467 km)!]
	    05 = Max Kilometers / 500 since Last Service Light Reset before Service light illuminates.
		    The present view of B903/B904 is they are always in miles/10
				(regardless whether the instrument panel displays mileage as miles or km).
		    The present view of B905 (as of 2015-12-28) is it is always in km/500
				(regardless whether the instrument panel displays mileage as miles or km).
				The most common European example is B905 = 1E hex = 30 decimal,
					which means 15000 km.
				The more common USA example is B905 = 20 hex = 32 decimal,
					which means ~10000 mi (ie, 16000 km).
				Both of those are the User Manual's suggested SRI Mileage limit for non-turbo cars.
		    (As of 2015-12-28) the SERVICE light is thought to come on (due to the SRI Mileage limit) when:
				(B903 - B904) * 10 >= (B905 * 500 * 0.6213712)
				[where B903 / B904 are thought to always be in miles / 10,
				where B903 is thought to always increment once every 10 miles (ie, ~16 km)
					or once every 16 km (ie, ~10 miles),  and
				where B905 is thought to always be in km / 500],
				regardless whether the instrument panel uses miles or km to display mileage.
		     		There is one single SRI Mileage comparison formula for all '96-'98 850 / S70 / V70 / XC70.
				On 2016-01-29, the 0.621 constant was made more precise by changing to 0.6213712
				in order to more closely approximate: (1 / 1.609344).
		    As of 2018-09-08, it appears the 2015-12-28 assumption's prediction of when SERVICE light
				illuminates is off by a little -- since when B905 represents 5000 km (3107 miles),
				the SERVICE light came on somewhere between ~4 miles and ~30 miles **AFTER** 
				when it was predicted to come on.
		    The SERVICE light works independently of the engine hours of "lost miles" recorded in B90A.
*******************************************************************************************************************************
	    ********** CALENDAR TIME (IN 1/4 DAYS) **********
*******************************************************************************************************************************
            06 = Count of exact days * 4 since Service Light Reset, 
		    ie, exact # of 6 hour periods since last Service Light Reset.
		    Assuming the standard 365.25 days / year, it is an accurate count since last Service Light Reset.
		    Verified this with the last recorded "Oil and filter changed" service in my CarFax report --
		    	one that occurred 10.318 years ago (as of 2013-04-20 19:32)!
		    Also verified that multiple times after learning how to reset my '97 850 T5 SERVICE light.
		    [As of 2018-09-19, the longest time since Service Light Reset is 15.062 years! --
			according to data received by kwpd3b0_interpreter.]
	    07 = Count of Max 6 hour periods (since Last Service Light Reset) 
		    till Service light illuminates, which
				= Max Days * 4 (since Last Service Light Reset) till Service light illuminates
				= Max Months (since Last Service Light Reset) till Service light illuminates
					* 30 (days nominal / month) * 4 (6-hour periods / day),
		    Is grouped with the preceding B906 value.
		    12 months is arbitrarily defined as 12 30-day months, eg, 12 months equates to 12 * 30 * 4 = 1440.
			That's a "close enough" approximation before turning on the SERVICE light.
		    However, the B906 counter and its B907 limit actually assume 1 = precisely 6 hours.
		    This value almost always = 0x05A0, ie, 1440.
		    [Only 4 cars have been seen which did not use that "30 days/month rule".
			They used 187.5 days (instead of 180 days) to approximate 1/2 year much more accurately.]
	    	    SERVICE light comes on when B906 >= B907.
*******************************************************************************************************************************
	    ********** ENGINE HOURS **********
*******************************************************************************************************************************
            08 = Count of hours engine has been running since last Service Light Reset.
		    Verified this by accurately recording # of "engine on" minutes over a several week period.
		    Also verified this multiple times after learning how to reset my SERVICE light.
		    [So far, the highest # of engine hours since SERVICE light reset (that kwpd3b0_interpreter
			has seen as of 2018-05-25) is 5746 engine hours!]
            09 = Max Engine Hours since Last Service Light Reset before Service light illuminates,
		    Is grouped with the preceding B908 value.
                    In my case, this value is 500.
                    The most common values for B909 are 750 (for non-turbos) and 500 (for turbos).
	    	    SERVICE light comes on when B908 >= B909.
*******************************************************************************************************************************
	    ********** MANIPULATION (??, "Lost Mileage", "Engine Hours VSS Missing", ??) **********
*******************************************************************************************************************************
            0A = 0xBB = 187 = for one other car [first seen by kwpd3b0_interpreter on 2015-12-31].
					   This car's ECU 51 B90A value was 5.5 times higher than its nearest competitor.  Wow!
		     0x22 = 34 = for my '97 850 T5.
		     0x1F = 31 = for one car.
		     0x1C = 28 = for one car.
		     0x1B = 27 = for one car.
		     0x18 = 24 = for two cars.
		     0x17 = 23 = for one car.
		     0x15 = 21 = for one car.
		     0x11 = 17 = for one car.
		     0x0E = 14 = for two cars.
		     0x0D = 13 = for one car.
		     0x0C = 12 = for four cars.
		     0x0A = 10 = for three cars.
		     0x08 = 8 = for four cars.
		     0x07 = 7 = for one car.
		     0x05 = 5 = for one car.
		     0x04 = 4 = for one car.
		     0x03 = 3 = for one car.
		     0x02 = 2 = for four cars.
		     0x01 = 1 = for five cars.
		     0x00 = 0 = for the vast majority of other examples I've seen.
                  = (possibly) Multiples of 500 kilometers of "lost" miles.
                     (possibly) Count of engine hours vehicle speed problems considered persistent
				per 500 kilometers of SRI Mileage limit represented by B905.
                     (possibly) Count of engine hours vehicle speed problems considered persistent
				per 600 miles of SRI Mileage limit represented by B905 or
				per 1000 kilometers of SRI Mileage limit represented by B905, since
				"850 OBD-II" app V1.2.9 interprets 0x0E = 14 = "14 Hours of lost miles (per 600 mi)", and
				"850 OBD-II" app V1.2.9 interprets 0x0E = 14 = "14 Hours of lost kilometres (per 1000 km)".
                     (possibly) Count of engine hours vehicle speed problems existed --
				without qualifying this in any way.
		     Brick-Diag seems to imply the "hours" interpretation
			and seems to imply a non-zero B90A should be associated with "Manipulation"
			(rather than B90B, B90D, or some other ECU 51 B9xx value).
			However, it mentions nothing (that I could detect) that this is 
			"per 500 (or 600) kilometers of SRI Mileage limit".
		     UPDATE on 2020-06-07:
				"850 OBD-II" Android app V1.2.9 interprets ECU 51 B90A as:
					"Hours of lost miles (per 600 mi)", or
					"Hours of lost kilometres (per 1000 km)".
		     This B90A value did increment on my 850 while I was watching.
			I saw it increment once over a 9-day period,
			but only when the bad ABS module was in,
			ie, the module that did NOT supply a consistently proper speed signal.
			When my ECU 51 B90A incremented, the car was stationary [IIRC]
			(and had been idling for a long time -- possibly as long as an hour).
		     Mine hasn't incremented any since getting the ABS module repaired.
		     During the time period 2014-07 thru 2015-12, I progressed through a series of false hypotheses
			(which are no longer recorded here) in trying to determine how to interpret ECU 51 B90A.
		     The correct way to estimate lost mileage from B90A is not yet known!  
			This section merely includes some guesses.
		     Maybe B90A records engine hours of "lost" mileage (as Brick-Diag Free v0.0.6.6 and 
		        presumably VST) purport.  If so, then the only way I can think of to calculate "lost"
			mileage is to multiply the hours derived from B90A by an estimated Average MPH 
			or Average KmPH that applied during the hours that the speed signal was missing.
			We might call it the "B90A-derived hours * Avg MPH or Avg KmPH" approach.
		     Maybe B90A records engine hours of "lost" mileage per 500 km (or 600 km) of the 
			SRI Mileage limit represented by B905.  I don't have a plausible idea of how 
			you would use that idea to estimate what the "lost" mileage was.
		     Maybe B90A does *not* measure engine hours, but is in the same units as B905 -- 500 km.
			Here's why I mention that idea...
		     I've always steadfastly recorded the gallons of fuel pumped into my car.  
			Using the gallons pumped vs. records of known mileages travelled 
			(via Google Maps, etc), I estimated that ~10100 miles had been lost
			while the ABS module was flaky or totally non-functional.
			That estimate was based on the total # of gallons and on an Avg MPG
			during that period of 20 mpg.  My B90A value in decimal equals 34 now 
			(and hasn't updated any since getting the ABS module repaired over 3 years ago).  
			It is unknown what ECU 51 B90A was when I got the car.
		     If we assume 10100 miles estimate (for my 850) is accurate to +/- 20%, then divide it by 
			34 engine hours, the result is:
				~10100 miles / 34 engine hours = ~297  miles/hr
			Obviously that is a flaky value, and we can't reverse engineer a hypothesis from that
			to explain what B90A truly means.
		     But if we assume the 34 actually represents multiples of 500 km 
			(which is the units of B905), then we have the calculation:
				34 * 500 "lost" km = 17000 "lost" km =
								 = 17000 "lost" km / (1.609344 km/mile) = 10563 "lost" miles.
		     That's within ~5% of my estimate derived from the total gasoline usage and
			the educated guess of an Avg MPG (which itself was based on at least 12 times
			that I calculated Avg MPG for 1-2 tank fulls during the bad ABS time frame).
		     The fact that the 10563 miles from multiplying ECU 51 B90A * 500 km is fairly close
			to the rough 10100 miles estimate gives me (at least some) confidence that the 
			way to estimate "lost" mileage might very well be:
				B90A in decimal * 500 "lost" km
		        and
				B90A in decimal * (500 / 1.609344) "lost" miles
		     We shall see if that is valid as feedback comes in from other '96-'98 850/S70/V70 owners
			with ECU 51 B90A > 0.
		     According to the OTP Volvo 850 Repair DVD, the "Manipulation" value is read-only.
			Apparently it is a permanent record (of sorts) of "lost" mileage (while using this cluster),
			and the "Manipulation" hours will not be cleared when B030 / B230 is used
			to Reset SERVICE Light, ie, reset the Service Reminder Interval (SRI) counters.
*******************************************************************************************************************************
	    ********** MISCELLANEOUS **********
*******************************************************************************************************************************
	    0B = Unknown meaning.
		     Have seen following values so far: 
			FF (all cases -- both turbo and non-turbo, both 850 and SVC70 -- except for following 6 cases), 
			80 (seen on 1 '98 V70, 1 USA '98 C70 HPT, 1 '98 XC70, and 3 other apparent S70/V70/C70/XC70).
	 	     Aleksi, author of "850 OBD-II" app, has observed on his car that 7F is the max that can be
			programmed via ECU 51 B80B.  So he strongly suspects this is used for
			Speed Warning Notification.
	 	     Anybody else have a better idea?
	    0C = hex 4B 6E 78 or "Knx" or 75, 110, 120, or 
			temperatures 75 C (167 F), 110 C (230 F), 120 C (248 F) [post-2015-12-09 interpretation], or
			temperatures 35 C (95 F), 70 C (158 F), 80 C (176 F) [original interpretation],
			where values are associated apparently with 850 
			(or with S70/V70/C70/XC70 that have MSA 15.7).
	          = hex 52 73 7E or "Rs~" or 82, 115, 126, or 
			temperatures 82 C (180 F), 115 C (239 F), 126 C (259 F) [post-2015-12-09 interpretation], or
			temperatures 42 C (108 F), 75 C (167 F), 86 C (187 F) [original interpretation],
			where values are associated apparently with S70/V70/C70/XC70.
		     (possibly) the newer post-2015-12-09 temperature interpretations relate to:
				temp near which Temp Gauge needle reaches horizontal,
				temp at which Temp Gauge begins to rise above horizontal,
				temp at which Temp Gauge reaches red zone.
				[All those speculations need verification.
				   1.	rspi seems to be saying in the MVS post
					https://www.matthewsvolvosite.com/forums/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=81645&start=10#p442582
					that 235 F is the temp at which he observed the needle rise above horizontal.
					It's unknown if he was referring to 850, SVC70, or both.
					But that seems to plausibly support the interpretation as 230 F or 239 F
					as the temp where the "rise above horizontal" event occurs.  Interesting.
				   2.	I wonder if anyone has recorded the temp at which the bottom portion of the red zone
					is reached.]
		     (possibly) 35 C (95 F), 70 C (158 F), 80 C (176 F) relates to bottom tick, 1/3, and 1/2 (ie, horizontal)
				on the 850 Instrument Panel's Temperature gauge.
		     (possibly) 42 C (108 F), 75 C (167 F), 86 C (187 F) relates to positions
				on the S70/V70/C70/XC70 Instrument Panel's Temperature gauge.
	 	     Aleksi, author of "850 OBD-II" app, has made some observations that seem to confirm that
			ECU 51 B90C **is** indeed engine temperature related.
	    0D = Fuel Level Adjustment (in SVC70): 
				-5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, +1, +2, +3, +4, +5 (according to OTP Volvo 850 DVD);
				-5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, +1 (according to Brick-Diag Free v0.0.6.6).
		    Have seen following values so far (on first appearance of each car to the interpreter):
			00 (the most common value - seen on all 850, 1 '98 XC70, 1 '98 V70, 1 USA '98 C70 HPT, 
			      and 3 other S70/V70/C70/XC70), 
			05 (seen on 1 '97 V70 T5, 1 '97 V70 TDI, 1 '98 S70 GLT, 3 '98 V70, 1 SVC70 TDI, 1 SVC70 (probably turbo),
			      1 C70, and 8 other SVC70, but *not* all SVC70).
		    In the prior 2017-04-13 analysis, I thought that -5 thru +5 probably meant
			-5 liters to +5 liters for metric countries (judging from OTP Volvo 850 DVD info).
		    And I was uncertain how the -5 thru +5 related to the -2 US gallons to +2 US gallons
			(that OTP Volvo 850 DVD mentions for USA).
		    But now I've done extensive exploration of the values which can be reprogrammed
			on my '98 S70 GLT, while extensively observing the Fuel Level gauge needle changes.
		    The conclusions made (for my '98 S70 GLT and '97 850 T5) and which I use in the
			KWPD3B0 interpreter (assuming those conclusions apply to all cars worldwide) are:
			1. The 850 ECU 51 B90D raw value is assumed to always = 00 and be un-programmable.
			2. The SVC70 ECU 51 B90D raw values which can be programmed are: 00-7D
			    (via "ATSH 84 51 13" command, followed by "B80D yy" command, where yy = 00-7D).
			3. The 850 ECU 51 B90D = 00 means "no fuel adjustment".
			4. The S70 ECU 51 B90D = 00 = +0.280 US gal ~= +1 L [actually = +1.060 L] = possibly Brick-Diag Free's "+1"
								  = 01 = +0.224 US gal = +0.848 L
								  = 02 = +0.168 US gal = +0.636 L
								  = 03 = +0.112 US gal = +0.424 L
								  = 04 = +0.056 US gal = +0.212 L
								  = 05 =   0.000 US gal =   0.000 L [ie, +0 L] = possibly Brick-Diag Free v0.0.6.6's "0"
								  = 06 = -0.056 US gal = -0.212 L
								  = 07 = -0.112 US gal = -0.424 L
								  = 08 = -0.168 US gal = -0.636 L
								  = 09 = -0.224 US gal = -0.848 L
								  = 0A = -0.280 US gal ~= -1 L [actually = -1.060 L] = possibly Brick-Diag Free's "-1"
			    and here's a selection of some of the other possible values before reaching hex 7D:
								  = 0E ~= -0.5 US gal  ~= -2 L [actually = -1.908 L] = possibly Brick-Diag Free's "-2"
								  = 10 = -0.616 US gal = -2.332 L
								  = 13 = -0.784 US gal ~= -3 L [actually = -2.968 L] = possibly Brick-Diag Free's "-3"
								  = 17 ~= -1.0 US gal
								  = 18 = -1.064 US gal ~= -4 L [actually = -4.028 L] = possibly Brick-Diag Free's "-4"
								  = 1D = -1.344 US gal ~= -5 L [actually = -5.088 L] = possibly Brick-Diag Free's "-5"
								  = 20 ~= -1.5 US gal
								  = 29 ~= -2.0 US gal
								  = 30 = -2.408 US gal = -9.115 L
								  = 40 = -3.304 US gal = -12.507 L
								  = 50 = -4.200 US gal = -15.899 L
								  = 60 = -5.096 US gal = -19.290 L
								  = 70 = -5.992 US gal = -22.682 L
								  = 7D = -6.720 US gal = -25.438 L
			5. When changing the Fuel Level Adjustment to lower the needle, the lowering is very slow,
			    sometimes taking up to 6 minutes.
			6. When changing the Fuel Level Adjustment to raise the needle, the raising is suddenly,
			    within a very few seconds.
			7. Changing the Fuel Level Adjustment **does** indeed affect when the Low Fuel light comes on.
		    You might have to turn the ignition off, then back to pos II -- or maybe turn the engine on --
			to see the needle changes and/or Low Fuel light changes.
		    At least some of my reprogramming testing was done while the engine was running.
	    0E = 0xC3 or 195 = (probable) Tire Size (probably used to calculate mileage from the speed signal).
			Brick-Diag v0.0.3.2 allowed: Standard, 205/55 R16.
			Brick-Diag Free v0.0.6.6 allows: 205/45-R17, 205/55-R16, 215/45-R17, 205/65-R15.
		    My reading on the net indicates all 3 tire values -- 205, 55, 16 -- have to be used 
		    	to determine the distance traveled per revolution, not just one value.
			See "Sidewall Aspect Ratio" section in the "Tire Size Guide" at:
				https://www.tirerack.com/tires/tiretech/techpage.jsp?techid=46
		    From that page, I calculated the circumference of 4 different sized tires mentioned
			in the Volvo Owner's Manual.  Those calculations are included in:
				https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/Tire_Size_comparison_between_195_60_R15_and_205_55_R16_etc.rtf
		    Since my tire size is 205/55 R16 vs. the standard of 195/60 R15, 
			I would suspect a possible variance of ~2.748 %
		    	on the mileage calculation, namely a possibly underreporting by ~2.748 %.
		    Here's several examples submitted by users of kwpd3b0_interpreter.html...
		    0xC3 or 195 = example submitted by 1 Finland 850 and 1 '97 850 T5. 
		    0x0F or 15 = example submitted for 1 USA '98 S70 GLT, 2 USA '98 V70, 1 USA (probable) S70/V70/XC70,
			1 Canada (probable) S70/V70/XC70, 1 France (probable) S70/V70/XC70,
			2 Netherlands SVC70, 1 German S70/V70/C70/XC70 w/ MSA 15.7,
			1 Sweden (original Italy) '97 V70 T5, 1 Sweden SVC70 (probably non-turbo),
			1 Finland SVC70.
			Could be wheel diameter in inches.
		    0x27 or 39 = example submitted for 1 USA '98 XC70 and 1 USA '98 V70.
			Could be approximate wheel diameter in cm.
			Though I'm inclined to think it is something else.
		    0x22 or 34 = example submitted for 1 USA '98 C70 HPT, 2 USA '98 SVC70, 
			1 USA SVC70 (probably turbo),	1 Canada (probable) S70/V70/XC70, and
			1 France SVC70.
			Not sure what this value of 34 means.
			Maybe it is 2 * 17 inches.
		    0x1E or 30 = example submitted for 1 UK 850, 1 France 850 w/ MSA 15.7, 4 other France 850,
			2 Netherlands 850, 1 Denmark 850 (manual, probably turbo), 2 Germany 850,
			1 Switzerland 850 (probably non-turbo) w/ Fenix 5.2,
			1 Czechia 850, 1 Poland 850, 1 Norway 850, 2 Sweden 850,
			1 Finland '97 850 B5252s (2.4l 10V) w/ Fenix 5.2,
			1 other Finland 850 (which is probably non-turbo),
			1 Estonia 850, 1 Bulgaria 850 w/ MSA 15.7, 1 Thailand 850,
			1 Australia 850 [seeming to be manual, turbo, was M43, now M44], 1 Australia 1996 850 R,
			2 Australia 850 (probably non-turbo), 1 Australia 850 non-turbo w/ Fenix 5.2,
			1 New Zealand 850,
			1 USA '97 850R wagon, 3 USA 850 w/ Motronic 4.4, another 9 USA 850,
			1 Canada '97 850 GLT, 2 other Canada 850, and
			1 850 (probably from USA, but possibly from Japan).
			I haven't a clue what this value of 30 means.
			This is the most common value for ECU 51 B90E.
			[It has also been seen now in a SVC70 for the first time -- ie, 1 Poland C70 --
			even though the SVC70 usually have a value of 0x0F.]
		    0x?? or N.A. = Not Applicable or Not Available example applying to 
			2 UK 850, 1 Italy 850, 1 Turkey 850, and 2 USA 850.
			 In each of them, there was a "7F B9 12" (subfunction not allowed) response
				to ECU 51 B90E request.  
			Their COMBI firmware was earliest 850 COMBI Software Version/Rev (=09148903 002)
				seen by kwpd3b0_interpreter.
		    In the Brick-Diag v0.0.3.2 Kombi-Parameter screen displayed at
				http://gallery.volvo-welt.de/v/daniel2345/05.07.2009-0.0.0.32/Kombi-Parameter.jpg.html
		       the "Reifen" pulldown allows for:
				Standard
				205/55 R16
		    In (the latest) Brick-Diag Free v0.0.6.6, after selecting "English" from "Sprache" pulldown,
			typing VIN, selecting "instruments VDO", and selecting "parameters" tab, the 
			"tires" pulldown shows 4 selections:
				205/45-R17
				205/55-R16
				215/45-R17
				205/65-R15
		    I have no idea what hex values "Standard" or the 4 tire sizes relate to,
			but I wouldn't be surprised if the 0xC3 = 195 that I see in my car is the "Standard".
		    I might need to rethink the meaning of this value, but for the time being will still assume
			it is some kind of special encoding of the Tire Size, especially after my early 2014-08
			tests that revealed: 
			- with B903 = 0xC3 = 195, counting of miles tracks the freeway mile markers with 
			   better than 99.9% accuracy (even though I have 205/55-R16 tires),
			- yet with B903 = 0xCD = 205 (and the same 205/55-R16 tires), 1.2121% too many miles 
			  were counted.
	 	    Anybody know how the Tire Size is encoded?
*******************************************************************************************************************************
	    ********** (probably) S70/V70/C70/XC70 ONLY **********
*******************************************************************************************************************************
	    0F = Seems to be SVC70-specific.  Is not available on 850.
		    0x00 = 0 = Unknown meaning.
			[observed on 1 USA '98 S70 GLT, 1 Canada SVC70, 2 Netherlands SVC70,
			1 Sweden SVC70, 1 Finland SVC70]
	 	    Anybody know what this is?
	    10 = Seems to be SVC70-specific.  Is not available on 850.
		    0x80 = 128 decimal, or bits 10000000 = Unknown meaning.
		 	[observed on 1 USA '98 S70 GLT, 1 Canada SVC70, 1 Netherlands SVC70,
			1 Sweden SVC70,  1 Finland SVC70]
		 = 0x00 = 0 decimal, or bits 00000000 = Unknown meaning.
		 	[observed on 1 Netherlands SVC70]
	 	    Anybody know what this is?
	    12 = Seems to be SVC70-specific.  Is not available on 850.
		    0x32 = 50 decimal = ASCII '2' = Unknown meaning.
			[observed on 1 USA '98 S70 GLT, 1 Canada SVC70, 2 Netherlands SVC70,
			1 Sweden SVC70, 1 Finland SVC70]
	 	    Anybody know what this is?
	    13 = Seems to be SVC70-specific.  Is not available on 850.
		    0x32 = 50 decimal = ASCII '2' = Unknown meaning.
			[observed on 1 USA '98 S70 GLT, 1 Canada SVC70, 2 Netherlands SVC70,
			1 Sweden SVC70, 1 Finland SVC70, 1 Poland C70]
	 	    Anybody know what this is?
	    14 = Seems to be SVC70-specific.  Is not available on 850.
		    0x0A 0x0F = two decimal #s: 10 15, or 0x0A0F (=2575), or 0x0F0A (=3850) = Unknown meaning.
			[observed on 1 USA '98 S70 GLT, 1 Canada SVC70, 2 Netherlands SVC70,
			1 Sweden SVC70, 1 Finland SVC70, 1 Poland C70]
	 	    Anybody know what this is?
	    15 = Seems to be SVC70-specific.  Is not available on 850.
		    0x00 = 0 = Unknown meaning.
			[observed on 1 USA '98 S70 GLT, 1 Canada SVC70, 2 Netherlands SVC70,
			1 Sweden SVC70, 1 Finland SVC70]
	 	    Anybody know what this is?

I'm near certain I see all the values on the Brick-Diag COMBI Service screen:

		since Service Light Reset					trigger to illuminate Service light
		mileage	 B903 - B904 (miles/10 [not km/10])	mileage trigger		B905 (km / 500)
		months			B906 (in 1/4 days)	   		months trigger		B907 (in 1/4 days)
		engine hours	B908					engine hours trigger	B909

I still can't see all the values listed on the Brick-Diag COMBI Parameter screen, eg, RPM = 7000.
My present understanding of the values on the Brick-Diag COMBI Parameter screen and
the values described in the OTP Volvo 850 DVD documents for the '96 850 VDO COMBI and
the '98 S70/V70 Yazaki COMBI (arranged in decreasing order of certainty):

		total miles		B903
		fuel level adjust	B90D
		market code		B901
		tire size			B90E
		manipulation	 	B90A (but how is it used?)
		speed warning	B90B?
		temp setpoints	B90C?
		RPM			B901?
		?unknown?		B90B?????
		?unknown?		B902?????
		?unknown?		B90F?????
		?unknown?		B910?????
		?unknown?		B912?????
		?unknown?		B913?????
		?unknown?		B914?????
		?unknown?		B915?????

The following daniel2345 post of 2009-07-05 explains some COMBI parameters:

    http://forum.volvo-forum.de/showpost.php?p=1042192&postcount=65
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